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Traffic job is immense, tiring
ByGregKohttestr
REPOHTCR

Brian McRoberts BG News
TICKET TIME: Parking and Traffic Officer William Slade writes up one
of many tickets yesterday in Lot E.

They loom in the darkness;
watching, waiting slowly stalking their prey. When their victims
aren't watching, they attack, grabbing their handheld computers
from their belts. Quickly entering
the license plate numbers of the
vehicles, as well as the cities and
countries of registration, they
grab the tickets that spit from the
devices after printing. Stealthily
they strike. They've left their calling cards: small, bright orange
envelopes under the windshield
wipers.
Day in and day out, the
University Parking and Traffic
officers enforce parking regulations throughout campus parking lots, ticketing unfortunate
drivers who choose to park in
non-permitted areas. However
frustrating it may be for drivers
who find that they've been ticketed, the officers are just doing
their necessary jobs in order to
help the University function.
The four full-time officers
report to work every morning
Monday through Friday in intervals. An officer reports in at 7
a.m., followed by one at 7:30 am.,
8:00 a.m., and then 11-30 am.
A pan-time officer who checks
meters reports at 10:00 am. The
meters, however, are still checked
from 7:00 am. until 10:00 am.
by the other officers. Three student workers also patrol the cam-

pus on weekends to enforce fire
Whether they pull in crooked
lanes, handicapped spaces and or over the lines, they stick out
all other reserved spaces.
like sore thumbs.
The full-time officers split the
While performing their duties,
University into sections from parking and traffic officers either
North to South. They each try to ride in the familiar black and
make at least two rounds in their navy blue trucks or walk on loot.
area throughout their eight-hour Frequently, if they enter a parking
shifts. That in itself is no small lot and find someone pelted in
task, with over 10,000 on-campus the wrong place, they will continparking spaces to monitor.
ue on to the opposite end of the
Because of the large number parking loi and give thai person
of spaces, the officers try to pick a chance to move first. However,
the most popular lots where peo- if the person is still parked I here
ple park unauthorized
when the officer
The)' vary their routes
comes back, he or
"Its like
daily to keep from
will then issue
the lottery, she
becoming predictable.
the ticket.
Parking and Traffic
sometimes
The handheld
officer Patricia Patton
computer
thai
you
win,
takes a unique perspecattaches to the
tive on the chances of
sometimes officer's belt allows
being issued a ticket
officer to store
you don't." the
if someone is parked
.i vehicle's inforunauthorized.
mation
without
"It's like the lottery,"
issuing a ticket.
PATRICIA PATTON
she said. "Sometimes
After the informaPARKINGS TRAFFIC
you win, sometimes
tion is entered, the
OFFICER
you don't."
computer will then
According to Patton,
advise whether to
an employee of Parking and issue a ticket according to parkTraffic since March of 2000, ing registration records.
people parking in the incorrect
Patton advises drivers to take
parking lots are the most com- responsibility because it is their
mon cases she encounters. Most choice as to where the) decide
commonly, drivers who park In to park on campus. She also said
the wrong parking lots are iden- she encounters a lot of drivers
tifiable by the manner in which who park in the wrong lot and
they do so.
take down their parking decals,
"They park so poorly sometimes." Patton said.
TRAFFIC, PAGE 2

WHAT NUMBERS MEAN:

$5

(07)Vehicles backed into a
metered, reserved, or angled
parking space

$10
(ll)Overtime meter (each violation period one-hour)

$25
(03)Failure fo or improper display of
decal/permit
(05) Decal/permit does not
match area lot/permit designation
(06)Not parked in marked designated space
(08)0vertime in loading/unloading zone area(each violation
period 20 minutes)
(lO)Parked in posted reserved
space or area
(12)Parked in closed space or
area
(13)Parked in loading dock

$50

(02)Failure to register to renew
temporary registration. Vehicles
in spaces other than metered
spaces must be registered AT
ALL TIMES
(04)Displaying of false, altered,
forged, anothers person's or
another vehicles decal/permit
(09)Unattended vehicle parked
or stopped in/on drive. All drives
are firelanes

Recent hiring starts
debate at University
By Carrie Whitaker
more university presidents and
EDITOH-UI-CHIEr
faculty members alike are being
In an e-mail directed to fac- joined by their spouses.
ulty and staff, Sidney Ribeau,
lust this year, Ohio University
University president, decided to began paying their new presilet others know why he thinks dent $275,000 a year and his
spousal hires are acceptable and wife $25,000 for the job of first
why his wife, Paula Whetsel- lady while. Miami University
Ribeau was hired this year.
in Oxford, Ohio pays the presiThe faculty's response to last dent's wife $1 each year for liaweek's e-mail is unclear because bility insurance.
of the sensitivity of the issue,
But, this is a different situwhile many stuation
entirely,
dents say they are
"She is the
because Ribeau's
unaware of the hirwife has an admintype of
ing.
istrative job, said
Before
school
individual Edward Whipple,
started this fall,
vice president of
that is
President Ribeau's
Student Affairs who
wife was hired
philosophi- is responsible for hirinto the Office of
ing Whetsel-Ribeau.
cally right
Student Affairs as
Whipple who hired
where we
an interim assistant
Whetsel-Ribeau
to the \ice president
knew her when
are
headed
of Student Affairs,
she worked at the
making $66,000 per
in Student
University years ago.
year.
"She is the type
Affairs."
Late yesterday
of individual that is
afternoon The BG
philosophically right
EDWARD WHIPPLE.
News approached
where we are headed
VICE PRESIDENT OF
20 students to lind
in Student Affairs,"
STUDENT AFFAIRS
out what they knew
Whipple said. "1 wish
about
WhetselI could have hired
Ribeau's interim position.
her 10 years ago."
Fifteen students didn't know
Adecade ago, Whetsel-Ribeau
she was now employed on cam- left the University after working
pus, and the five who did said for four years in the Office of
the information they had heard Residence Life.
was negative.
Since that time, she has
One said he heard she was worked in residence life at
making $65,000 per year to the Oliio State University and
"follow the president around." prior to coming back to BGSU,
Another student said her moth- worked for Dublin City Schools
er told her about the hiring after for 11 years, her final position
reading the negative editorial being coordinator for student
written in The Blade.
services.
Spousal hiring has become
Her new position was offered
controversial lately as more and to her alone, because n was an

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
fromweather.com

™««»

m

OETAILS OF WHETSELRIBEAU'S HIRING:
JOB TITLE: Intenm Assistant to
the Vice President of Student
Affairs (Edward Whipple)
PAY: $66,000
TYPE OF HIRING: Invitationonly (no job search conducted)
EXPERIENCE:
• Coordinator for Student
Services at Dublin City Schools
near Columbus, 1998-2004
• Coordinator for the Career
and Multicultural Education
department, Dublin City Schools,
1993-1998
• Worked in student affairs
and residential services at
Ohio State, 1990-1993, BGSU
1987-1990, Kutztown University
1984-1987

UMUMMII <\
lulie DiFnnco BGNews
AROMATIC SOIL: Construction in Lot 4 near Pike Street continues. Strange odors have raised concerns
from residents regarding the area's safety.

Construction brings stink
By Miranda Bond

non-hazardous and that all the
University has to do now is plan
Tests taken by the Ohio F.PA on the appropriate removal of
have determined that the soil the contamination.
around Lot 4 contains no haz"Bottom line is that the
ardous material.
University is on top of it. and
While excavating soil at Lot 4 they are doing what they need
on Pike Street last week, a petro- to do to gel il cleaned up. said
leum odor was detected com- Uina Pierce, Public Information
ing form the soil. The odor was Officer for the Ohio EPA.
found to be coming from three
She also said thai the
underground storage tanks that University did a good job of hanwere discovered during exca- dling the situation. According to
vation for the parking lot. The Pierce, the University did what
University took action by hir- it should have by fencing off the
ing Toledo Testing Laboratories area and calling the proper offiAssociates and notified the cials.
Ohio EPA, the Wood County
The Office of Marketing and
Emergency
Management Communications also acted
Services, the Wood county quickly to inform the public
Healthy Department and the that the odor was nothing to be
City of Bowling Green.
alarmed about.
According to the Ohio EPAand
They sent out a detailed letMarketingandCommunications ter to the community explaining
for the University, the test results what had happened and proshowed that the material is viding details about what steps
FEATURES EDITOR

OTHER FACTS:
• Whetsel-Ribeau is an alumna
of the University, she received
her Bachelor of Science in
Education in 1981.
• She and President Ribeau have
been married a little over a year.
• The Office of Student Affairs
was not under a hiring freeze
and has hired 22 other people
into administrative positions
since June 2004.
invitation-only position. There
was a need to fill and she was
perfect to fill it, Whipple said.
"1 needed someone specifically for retention initiatives and
diversity training," Whipple said.
"I could not afford to spend
three or four months on a job
RIBEAU, PAGE 8
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were being taken to secure the
area.
Most of the material found
in the tanks was diesel fuel.
The EPA reported that then'
were no PCBs, but there was
a small concentration of benzine and total petroleum hydro
chlorides.
"That's a good result." said
Pierce. "It was no surprise that
these materials were found, but
the good news is thai the concentrations wereni wry high.
I's not a hazardous contamination al ibis lime, which is
good."
The University is still in ihe
process of deciding how to handle clean up of the site. 1 hey
will continue to test and monitor the soil.
"They haven't touched the
soil al this point and it doesn't
look like they will have to treat
it as hazardou-. said Tierce.

FRIDAY
Sunny

High: 83"

UmST

Partly

Hi

Cloudy

High:78"
low 52"
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Events determine parking
service, which lairiquezencouraged students to continue using
which only makes their situaas an alternative to driving.
tions win M\
Meter parking spots also are
"If you take your decal down,
available for short-term parking
you have tWO tickets, one loi
as long as the driver pay for the
being In the wrong lot, and one
meter.
for not having .i pass," Patton
While enforcing parking polsaid
icy, dealing with drivers is not
"I'm gonna know one way or always a pleasant experience for
another anyways." she said.
parking officers. Patton recalls
A complain) (hat the Office many different situations where
of Parking and Traffic frequentstudents have responded rudely
ly hears from drivers is
or with inapprothat there are not enough
priate finger gesparking spaces on camtures. Someone
pus, rhrough August, the
has even quesOffice had issued 3,282
tioned Patton's
residential student passes
education level
and between 5,000 and
after receiving
6,000 commuter permits,
a ticket. Patton,
so there is an adequate
a college gradunumber of spaces availthat."
ate, tries to keep
able. The busiest times
things on the
on campus are Monday
light side and
through
rhursdaj
STACEY ENRIQUE2
not take things
between 8:30 a.m. and DIRECTOR OF PARKING too seriously.
3:00 p.m. The key to the
& TRAFFIC
"I say hello,
availability of parking
and they just
spaces lies ill how many
walk by without a word, but
events are taking place on camsometimes they might say hi,"
pus and how many visitors are Patton said.
on campus.
Patton is also amazed by peoSiacic I nriquez, the Director ple who don't read signs. Before
of Parking and Traffic, urges parking lots are closed, signs are
drivers to plan accordingly when posted well in advance.
parking on campus.
"I tease them all the time," she
I he campus is not set up said. "I tell them 1 know you can
for driving from class to class," read. We don't allow folks here
Bnriquezsaid.
who can't read.'"
There are spots to park, but it
Overall, Patton stressed that
might not be where you want to parking officers are on campus
park, she said.
to help students. They are a
The University offers shuttle
i esc HI ice for students to utilize.
TRAFFIC. FROM PAGE 1

"Our officers
make
mistakes
sometimes.
We admit

"I've had a student where I
said 'Oh you can't park there'
and they get mad and leave, yet
I was going to give them information on the next best place
to park."
Patton recalls especially a
time during the winter when
she gave a student a ride to his
car because he was walking in
driving snow with a hat and
gloves on. Patton even unfroze
the locks on his car and made
sure he got his car started.
'I want all students to have
a good experience on campus,"
she said.
Enriquez admits that the
parking officers are not perfect.
"Our officers make mistakes
sometimes. We admit that," she
said.
In those cases, parking ticket
appeals can be made through
the Undergraduate Student
Government, a process completely separate from the Office
of Parking and Traffic.
On average, about 40,000 tickets areissuedinafullyear, including su m mer. Approximately half
of those tickets are for expired
meters. All tickets are eligible to
be appealed.
There's something to learn
from everyone here at the
University, according to Patton.
"I tellpeopleeverybodyonthis
campus is an educator, whether
you cut the grass or teach in a
classroom," Patton said.

For more information on
parking regulations on campus,
visit hgsu.edu and click on the

BGNEWS
BRIEFING
Family weekend
concert announced

Brian McRolwm BGNews

UNDER THE WIPER: Slade places a ticket on an unregistered vehicle.

BrianMcRobtrts BGNews
SETTING THE JOB DONE: After ticketing, officers head out to next site.

It's
official
—
The
University's Family Weekend
Committee in conjunction
with UAO will bring Ben Folds,
former singer of Ben Folds
Five to campus for Family
Weekend Nov. 6.
This is the first time the two
paired up to plan and produce
a concert. Using money from
the committee's budget, and
UAO's know-how about putting on a larger concert, this
year's event is set to be the
best one yet.
UAO president Brittany
Baihite said that this is a
chance for parents and students to enjoy a concert
together — one that is more
tamily-oriented."
"He is of our time, but parents will still enjoy his uniqueness of musk," she said.
Behind a baby grand piano,
Ben Folds creates a pop-rock
sound with his creative lyrics
and exciting stage presence.
Though presently a solo act.
be will bring along a full band,
Barhitesaid.
The concert will be held
Saturday, Nov. 6 at 8 p.m.
in Anderson Arena. Tickets
are $20 and will go on-sale
Wednesday, Sept. 29 at 9 p.m.
in Anderson Arena.
Contact the UAO office at
372-2486 for further details.

UNIVERSITY

1

15 IT YOUR TURN?
ARE WE MORE OR LE55
SECURE?
GET ENGAGED.
REMEMBER LES50N5 LEARNED...BEFORE
YOUR NUMBER 15 CALLED.

I -A 3 ;«M i M11H **
Cdlib'uUIULriits [MaMte
Clubs • Events • Favors • Organizations • Fraternities • Parties
• Personalized Presents • Sororities • Sports Teams • Alums •

You can order just one of a kind or 100.

YOU CAN CREATE YOUR OWN
UNIQUE SCHOOL GARMENT
AND YOUR OWN DESIGNS!
ADMISSION IS FREE AND OPEN TO ALL
Sponsored by: Honors Student Association,
Honors Program 6 fht Hendel Fund

Alliance for Security

www.alliancpforsecurity.ortj

Visit bookstore.bgsu.edu and click on personalized
apparel to create your own BGSU clothing, or click
on the Falcon Shop for a full selection of BGSU
clothing and gifts available for purchase.

fall the Key Yearbook al 372-SH-M to schedule vour appointment.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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CAMPUS
get a life
&O0a.m.-6.-O0p.m.
Gel Out Her Vote
Voler registration and info table
sponsored by the Organization
for Women's Issues.
Education Building Steps ami
Union Lobby
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Poster Sale
UAO's poster sale being held
Monday, September 20 through
Friday, September 24. Hours
may vary.
Union Multi-puqx>se Room
I(k00a.m.-6:00p.m.
drilling On the Green
Knjoy picnic style food outside!
Menu varies each week, but
some menus include Strip
Steak, lohnsville Bratwurst,
Hamburgers. Irito Lay Chips,
iloltlixi Pop, Bottled Water and
Much More.
Outside llw Student Union to the
Baa "I the Rdatris Nat | Rain
Location: BIG (-rill in the falcons
Nest In the Student Union
11.-00 a.m.- 2.-00 p.m.
Outreach <■' Union
Sponsored by the CareerCenter
Union Lobby
I 1:00 a.m. 3:00 p.m.
Sushi lUesdays In lounders
Keepers Kood Court By Pbpular

Demand . . . SUSHI! Uraku
lapanese Restaurant and BGSU
Dining Services have teamed up
to bring you the exotic taste of
fresh made sushi. 11 a.m. until
daily supply runs out.
founders Keepers Food Court
Located in the basement of
Founders Quailrangle
11:00 a.m.- 1:30 p.m.
Contact: Sue DeWalt
dewalti@bright.net
Ijke to play basketball? Want to
meet new people?
Come sign up for a basketball
tournament! Games will be
three-on-three, filled with fun,
fellowship, and basketball!
Union Lobby
I 1:00a.m.. 2:00p.m.
BG Student 1-duc. Assoc. Info.
[able
Union lobby
HH»a.m.-2.-00p.m.
Urban Challenge
In conjunction with Verizon
Wireless, thiscampus-wideevent
will give students the chance to
win SI.000! Registration begins
at h'iOp.m.
1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
20 Ways to get Your Dream lob
or Internship
Workshop on strategies to

finding jobs and internships
presented by the Career Center.
315 Union

THE BIGGEST
BACK TO SCHOOL

POSTER
HIIE^J*

4:30 p.m. -&30 p.m.
Hop (The Hop), Belgium, 2000
A father and son, illegal African
immigrants, living in Brussels,
find a way to rig up the cable
feed from downstairs so they can
watch a crucial soccer match. In
The Hop, director Dominique
Standaert treats the subject of
childhood and immigrant life
with great humor and sensitivity.
104 minutes
Cish Film Tliealer
,':.H) p.m.
Dr. lohn laird, Professor and
Chair of Physics & Astronomy,
will speak on the universe:
was it designed or did it
happen by chance? Dr. lohn
laird, Professor and Chair of
Physics & Astronomy, will speak
on the universe: was it designed
or did it happen by chance? He
will discuss several points of
view and evaluate the evidence
for design.
Sponsored by InterVarsity
Christian Fellowship.
112 PSIJI, Planetarium
11:00 p.m.

Movie I larry Potter 3
Union Pieater

{Let us know who you would like
to see profiled in the BG New
Email us at: the news@bgnews.com

Where:
Bowen - Thompson
Student Union
2nd Floor Multi Purpose Room

When:
Mon. Sept. 20 thru Fri. Sept. 24
Time:
9 A.M.-6 P.M.
Sponsor:
UAO

ALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY SAVE AN EXTRA 10%

Mi'.',''*-',"< ■■M*ma i.un.'M.'irH
ON ANY 4 TIRES

-14

Includes FREE
Alignment Check
„
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Includes FREE Inspection
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PRICE GUARANTEE

Off Change
and Tire Rotation
SW20; 5W30. Of 10W30 Inclwd.d
Includes FREE Inspection
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BEST DEAL

IN TOWN
INCLUDES

W. Will Not ■• Undaraold

Chassis Lube

WE'LL REFUND 200S
OF rNE DIFFERENCE!

FREE
Fluid Top-offs
Satwaaa Chanaai
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lotntoon UR lo • mo*
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I

Find More Coupons Online: thetirem.tn.com
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QUOTErXQIW

OPINION

"As long as Chucky's been fed, Chucky's
happy. Right now, I don't think he's happy."
Alabama (lull Coast Zoo director Patty Hall,on 12-foot, 1,000 pound Chucky,
who was one of nine alligators that disappeared after the zoo experienced flooding from Hurricane Ivan.
rthtViMtopmha]

STAITKDITOIilAI.

Whetsel-Ribeau OK by us, but
Well Bowling Green, you
heard it hen- first. The BG News
believes it was a good move to
hire President Ribcau's wife, Paula
Whetsel-Ribeau, at the University.
After a lot of research, we are
not afraid to defend this choice
— but then is a problem.
We .ue upset that the administration has not stood up — public K - to denounce criticism and
defend its decision.
The administrators we have
talked to verify she is qualified
to be an assistant to the vice
president of student affairs and
they have chastised those who

have not sought out the evidence.
We, find this disheartening —
don't they have the obligation to
lead us to the facts?
Their argument is there, but
ilicii efforts are not
The criticism led by local
media, including The Blade, has
put an unwanted spotlight on
this University. This cannot be
denied
all you have to do is
Google-search Ms. WhetselRibeau's name and 44 links come
up, many with negative opinions.
Rumors that negatively affect
BGSU's "BIG picture" have flooded
the campus, the city and the state.

The last thing the administration should want are students
going home to mom and dad
saying, "Did you hear about the
most recent waste of your tuition
dollars?"
The truth that we have found
is that yes, Ms. Whetsel-Ribeau
is aptly suited for the job; yes,
another staff member was needed in student affairs (filling a void
of three full-time vacancies in the
office) and yes, this University will
likely be a better place because of
her hiring. But most people don't
know what we know; we had to
search out the information.

Most University students don't
have the time to do a week of
research on other schools and
salaries and job description, set
up Interviews and analyze the
information.
Like the fact that she took a
$18,100 pay cut to come here or
that her doctoral research is in
retention, focusing on students
of color, the exact job she is filling, or that she is an alumna of
BGSU and worked here as a hall
director over ten years ago.
I"his took time to find out. Do
students have that time? Maybe.
Do they use it for reasons such as

this? Probably not.
But they do have time to listen
to someone talking about the
situation on the way to class or
in the classroom, and word of
mouth has always been the most
popular way to spread information, whether it be true or false.
When something this debatable occurs, the administration
should do something, say something — publicly.
When The Blade criticized the
decision, someone should have
written them a response, offering
the details that may have made
this situation clearer.

Sidney Ribeau sent an e-mail
to the faculty and staff last week
letting them know how well
Paula is prepared for this job.
Why did he not send this to the
students? The faculty and staff
are paid to work here, while the
student pay to be here.
Without students this institution would not be a university.
We need to know what is going
on, especially when people are
saying bad things about the
school we attend.
Next time come up with a plan
and remember some of us—if not
many of us—are listening.

BG nightlife is not
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE
0\ THE STREET
Republicans
avoid issues
I think I speak for many
students on campus by saying
I was surprised to read that the
College Republicans, under
new leadership, "hope to bring
awareness to political issues in
ths-2004 election."
With the election less then
two months away, the only
things I have seen the group do
so far is decorate our sidewalks
with messages labeling decorated Vietnam veteran lohn Kerry
as a "War Zero" and Vietnam

dodger George W Bush asa
"War Hero" and litter the
campus with pamphlets
attacking lohn Kerry for the
length of his face.
I think I speak for the majority of not only college students,
but American citizens as well
by saying if you would like your
organization to be credible, you
should focus on discussing
real issues. Talk about Iraq, the
economy, the struggling middle
class, deficit spending, health
care, the environment and our
suffering public schools rather
than insulting personal appearances of candidates and showing off childish, misinformed

sidewalk an.
Also, do not just tell me what
is wrong with Kerry's plans; tell
me what is right with Bush's. I
would like to hear why 1 should
trust an incumbent telling me
he deserves my vote to get us
out of the mess he led us all
into.
Will die College Republicans
really be an issue-oriented
group? Probably not, but what
can you really expect more out
of an organization than the
candidate that they choose to
represent?

MIKE HOGUE
STUDENT

"Willyou be watching
the upcoming
presidential debates?"

ANDRE CISCO
FRESHMAN, VCT

"IfAlSharptonis
running."

Violence is no laughing matter
LEAH
MCGREGOR
Guest Columnist
As many of you know, the
movie "Troy" was featured Sept.
15,17, and 19 at the Union
theater.
I just returned from viewing the film, and I am writing
because I am bodi disgusted
and saddened by the behavior
of a number of students in the
audience. The movie is violent
and bloody and not one for
those with weak stomachs.
Nor is it a comedy.
As a history major with a
focus on the twentieth century
particularlyWorldWarll.l
have read and heard enough
accounts of war and death to
understand that there is nothing glorious about it.
Men do not die quietly and
painlessly as people like to
believe. They suffer sheer agony,
such agony as only victims can
understand. Veterans could tell
you how inglorious it is.
What upset me at the movie
was the laughter I heard at various times throughout the film.

I understand that it's a movie,
but I found no humor in watching men die, a young man falter
when faced with death; a man
say goodbye to his wife and
infant son for the last time, or
a father beg to give his son a
proper burial.
I'm pretty certain that most of
the individuals in the audience
wouldn't want to trade places
with a prince who had never
fought a man and now faced a
much larger, battle-hardened
warrior.
The fact that our countrymen and women are at this
moment subject to similar
perils thousands of miles from
their homes and families, has
not been lost on me.
I am not a pacifist and this is
not a war protest.
I fully understand that war is
a necessary evil sometimes. I 've
signed my commitment papers
and Ml be serving my country,
and yours, beginning the da)
after I graduate.
Movies, video games, even
die news have desensitized
society to the realities of the
worid. Wars continue.
As Achilles says in the film,
"[the killing] never ends."

And while the means of fighting wars may have become
"cleaner" (more precise).
Death, pain and loss have
not become less gruesome,
more dignified or more glorious.
A number of times I wanted
to walk out of the theater
other times I just wanted to
vomit.
I've never gotten used to
watching humans kill each
other, and to hear people laugh
while I envisioned soldiers of
die past and my friends on
battle fields today was almost
too much.
In the future. I may be called
upon to take lives, and I'll do so
in the name of justice, but 1 will
never relish it.
I will consciously be aware of
the destniction I cause and the
power I wield.
I hope that people will not
allow themselves to be desensitized to war and death, for
therein lies the danger to our
humanity.
Compassion and mercy are
also acts of courage and such
actions are just as honorable
as laying down one's life for his
friend, country or cause.

DALE DEL0NG
FRESHMAN, IPC

"Yes, because I want
to see how ignorant
Bush is."

M0NIQUE UELTSCHY
'SENIOR, INTL BUSINESS
"Yes, because the vote
of the younger
population is
extremely important."

PAUL EATON
FRESHMAN, VCT

"Yes, it would be great
to watch a debate
with a date."
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lacking options

Welcome to Bowling Green,
a small mid -western college
town. Whether you're a student,
a resident or just visiting, you
are bound to be out of ideas on
what to do.
There are rnany ways you can
find to entenain yourself, either
by going downtown, on-campus
events or just joining one of the
on-campus organizations. Tnist
me. there is no excuse to have
a boring night in BG, unless it's
spent studying.
Downtown BG, is the home of
manv fine establishments such
as I towards Club H, Sky Bar, 2
Play and much more. There is
something for everyone, especially a music enthusiast.
You'll find concerts playing
downtown most nights of the
week at places like Nate & Wally's,
Howard's, or even sometimes
at places like Grounds For
Thoughts.
Most of these shows are inexpensive and good times to spend
with friends and even hanging
out with some musicians. Not
all music lovers just want to see
a band play, some of us love to
dance, and downtown BG can
gladly cater to this need as well.
Widi places like Sky Bar and
Uptown, you can go and dance
your night away with the occasional theme night and special
celebrations. It is always a good
time for dancing.
Sometimes, it's fun to
embrace the inner geek in all of
us. 2 Play throws the occasional
lock-in where one can play
arcade games for free all night. 1
personally recommend going to
one if you can, it's a good way to
bring back the feel of one's childhood.
For movie buffs there is of
course the Cla-Zel, an old singlescreened movie theatre. Often
home to bigger indie films such
as the recent showing of "Super
Size Me", it is a fun way to just lay
back a chill out. On Saturdays,
there is also always a live performance of the Rocky Horror
Picture show, which I recommend to do once, as it's one of
the most unique experiences the
town has to offer.
Mam and Wooster Streets are
littered with restaurants, bars,
and many other places to spend
your night when you got a few
extra bucks.
Sometimes we are all out of
cash but don't fret
There are events on campus
any given night of the week at
little or no cost While some
events like seeing a play at the

ALEX
MERCED
Campus Life
Columnist
theatre will cost you a few bucks,
you can bursar it. If that's still too
much, you can catch a movie
at the Union most nights of the
week. You can go see many free
recitals at the music building
which are usually entertaining.
There is also the occasional
karaoke at the Black Swamp Pub.
As usual, all the daily events on
campus can be found at "www.
events.bgsu.edu", which I recommend you check on a daily
basis.
The individual resident halls
will also put together events
which you should check out and
get to know the other people you
live with.
Not all campus events are
open to everyone. There are a lot
of events open to only members
of certain organizations This
is why I recommend joining an
organization. Not only do the
meetings help kill a boring night,
but they all usually offer cool
social events and perks to their
members.
Joining an organization like
WBGU or the BGNews gives
you something to do in those
moments of boredom such as
writing an articles or screening
music for you next show.
For the more religious students there are organizations
like CRU or Creed on Campus,
who, other than expected Bible
study sessions, also offer many
cool social events and trips to all
sorts of cool places. Sometimes,
I'm tempted to pretend I'm religious to partake in the festivities.
Also, there are many organizations for different groups that
throw events for everyone all
the time like Vision or LSU. I
remember last year when LSU
threw Latinopalooza, I got some
good food and live music and
met someone who attempted to
teach me and my friend break
dancing. There are lots of cool
organizations on campus, I suggest you'd get familiar with them
and start having some fun nights.
Even if none of the stuff
planned on campus fits your
fancy, get you friends and plan
something. No matter what the
case, any night of the week, you
can always have a good time
downtown or at campus events,
or even with your favorite organization. Make every night a fun
night. I know I will.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
6UEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be induced for wrification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.
i

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor or "Guest Column." Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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BRIEFING
Falcon Club hosting
buses to away games

TUESDAY

IHf BG HEWS

The Falcon Club will host buses
lo away games.
Buses will depart from Lot L
(parking lot adjacent to Perry
Stadium) at 10 p.m.
The cost for the ride will be
$55 for the Falcon Club Members
and $60 for non-members.
The cost of the trip will not
cover the cost of a game ticket.
Similar packages will be offered
later in the year when the Falcons
football team travels to Central
Michigan University and Ohio
University.

Ryder
Cup is
letdown
for fans
WILL
CURITORE

September 21,
2004
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Kipchumba solid in Toledo
By Ryan Autullo
SPOUTS REPORTER

Chalk up last week's performance by Rogers Kipchumba as
a lesson well learned.
The sophomore men's cross
country runner finished fourth
overall to lead all Falcons at
BGSU's Mel Brodt Invitational
on Aug. 11.
But head coach Cami
Wells spotted some flaws
in Kipchumba's approach
and quickly brought it to his
attention.
"He started kicking a little early
at the Mel Brodt meet, and he
didn't want to make that mistake

again," Wells said.
And on Saturday, he didn't.
Kipchumba finished first
overall in a time of 25:20 at the
Central Collegiate Invitational
at the Ottawa 1 lills Golf Course.
He outlasted Brad Hunt of Black
Squirrel TC by two seconds.
The orange and brown
finished fifth overall with 138
points, while Central Michigan's
25 points reigned supremacy.
Host Toledo was seventh with a
score of 155.
"Rogers ran a very smart
race," Wells said. "He sat back
and let someone else take the
responsibility of leading. He had

winning on his mind the whole
race and gradually moved up to
put himself in a position to take
the individual title against some
talented runners."
Following Kipchumba across
the Finish line was Falcon
ninners Edwin Cheriuyot (26:07),
Bryan Jackson (27:35), Steve
Ferber (28:14) and Ryan Rohrer
(28:30).
Wells says that the relationship
built between fellow Kenyans
Kipchumba and Cheriuyot has
helped spark the early season
success of her squad.
"Rogers and Edwin are friends
outside of practice, but so are

all the guys on the team," she BGSU has a very impressive
said. "They are a much closer history, and we want to keep
team this year. They work hard- working towards bringing the
er, they have clear goals, they team back to the prominence it
arc a lot of fun to work with once enjoyed," Wells continued.
and 1 am pleased to see them "It is a process, and it doesn't
starting to take pride in come easy, but we are moving
representing Bowling Green."
In the right direction."
Despite Kipchumba's win
The direction right now is
and the consistent improve- west, as the Falcons prepare for
ment by her squad, Wells is far Saturday's Stanford Invitational
from satisfied. And with the rich
history of BGSU cross country, in Palo Alto. California.
"My expectations for this team
she admits the program has a
ways to go to be among the elite are very high, so they have not
of the Mid-American Conference exceeded them," Wells said, "But
I am pleased with their progress
once again.
"Men's cross country here at and work ethic."

The Mian Stallion
The Ryder Cup has quickly
become the most popular
worldwide event in golf, especially after the drama created by
the 1999 matches. It was then
that the United States pulled
off the ultimate upset on the
final day by winning 11 of 12
matches. Justin Leonard capped
off the most amazing day in
Ryder Cup history with his winning putt, as well as one of the
top days in the history of golf.
I mcd) when tlrat ball hit the
bottom of the cup, the entire
American team nished the 18lh
green. Their celebration left a
bad taste in the mouths of the
I uropean team that still resides
there to this very day.
The Ryder Cup occurs every
two years, and alternates yearly
between courses in the U.S. and
Europe. The 2001 Ryder Cup
never happened due to the
terrorist attacks of September
11. The Europeans would have
to wait another two years for
redemption.
Finally, September 2004
came around. The Ryder Cup
man lies were held this previous
Friday Saturday and Sunday at
Oakland 1 lills Country Club in
Bloomington Hills, Michigan,
about 20 miles northwest of
Detroit. I just Jiappened to
attend the openblg round on
Friday. I was expecting a sense
of patriotism, rivalry and great
golf from the best players in
the world. What I got both surpassed my expectations, and
at the^ame time came up a bit
short.
In terms of the fans, I was
beside myself. Basically, it was
an even mix of Scottish kilts,
CURITORE, PAGE 7

Volleyball wins two
at WSU Invitational
By lason A. Dixon
SENIOR REPORTER

The Bowling Green State
volleyball team was hoping
to win all three of its games
at last weekend's Wright State
Invitational, only it didn't
materialize.
What did come to fruition, however, were two victories over Wright State and
Morehead State, a four game
loss to Wake Forest, a top 25
caliber team, and the breakout performances of two
freshmen.
All of which has assistant
coach Mark Hardaway feel
ing optimistic about a team
that has won six out of the last
seven games.
"1 think they're improving
constantly," Hardaway said.
"I think it's a great freshmen
BenSwanger BGNews
class, they work hard and the
upperclassmen are doing a RETURN TO SENDER: Bowling Gteen's Taylor Twite and Elizabeth
great job of helping them. 1 Simon make a block against Cleveland State.
think it's a young team that
Mills said the team was upset
the Demon Deacons for the
has a chance to be good this
about the kiss to WE
first time in school history.
year."
"We thought we could have
After dropping the first two
The Falcons (7-4) opened
me Raider Challenge by sweep- games, the Falcons recovered played a little better," she
ing WSU in three games, led to capture their only win in the said. "It did prepare us for a
big match against Toledo this
by freshman Maggie Karges' 19 match 30-22.
Redshirt freshmen Carrie weekend. It felt good to get a
kills, 22 digs and .529 hitting
Mills filled in for an injured game from, because we heard
percentage.
they beat some good teams like
Stephanie Swiger and Ashlei Taylor Twite, who left with knee Purdue and Penn State."
Nofzinger chipped in with 10 problems during the match,,
BG used a balanced attack,
kills apiece, and Amber Mareski and led the team with 19 kills,
5 blocks at the net and a .361
handed out 51 assists.
VOLLEYBALL, PAGE 7
Saturday, BG met up with hitting percentage.

Women finish 6th
ByJessica Ameline
SP0R1S REPORTER

The women's cross country
team finished a disappointing
sixth place at Toledo's Central
Collegiate Invitational this past
Saturday.
"We were hoping for a better
team finish, and we have some
work to do with a few people
on maintaining their focus when
they are surrounded by a large
pack of ninners," BG head coach
Cami Wells said. "1 don't want to
make any excuses for the team,
we were capable of running
much better, and we didn't gel
it done."
Individually, freshman lamie
Roflovv and seniors Melissa
Kruegger and Klise Gould continue to shine. Jamie Roflow led the
team with a 16th place finish in
18:37. Following her were Melissa
Kruegger and Elise Gould both
with a time of 18:51 and finishing
22nd and 23rd respectively.
Rounding out the top six for
the orange and brawn were Kim
Senle (38th, 19:14), Niki Suitor
(41st, 19:24) and Caroline llilimaii
(48th, 19:35).
Overall the team's times were
down from their home meet last
weekend. Wells knew this might
be a possibility going into the
meet. "1 knew that the fact that
it was our third straight weekend
of competition and we hadn't
backed off the intensity of our
training might leave the runners
a little flat this weekend," she
stated.
All of the intense practices will
pay off later in the year. "We do
train to peak at MAC, and it is still
early in the season," WeUs said.

Steven Garner BGNews

GOING THE DISTANCE: BG runner

Niki Suitor makes some strides
in a meet against Toledo that
began the season.
"This weekend was a little hard
on the pride, but after looking at
the results more closely, I believe
we will be right were we want to
be when the MAC meet comes
along,"
The lad) falcons have their
work cut out for them as the
five teams who finished ahead
of them were all MAC schools.
1 lowcver, Wells believes a lot can
change between now and the
conference championship.
"It definitely shows how strong
the MAC is overall on the women's
side and thai the team title is up
for grabs," Wells said. "Whoever
shows up ready to run that day
will go home with it, but there Is
no dear favorite."

Men's soccer looking for first victory US. Ryder Cup team
really started to possess the ball
and caught them (Michigan! off
guard. We were just unable to
put together a full game."
Bowling Green's Omari
Aldridge and Gregory HenneUy
led several promising attacks on
offense with nine shots between
them.
By Matt Deigttton
SPORIS REPORTER
The Falcons still struggle to
It's not getting any easier for put the ball in the net this seame Bowling Green men's soccer son, scoring only three times in
team, which added another two their eight games.
Nevertheless, it was a hard
tough losses this past weekend.
Their losing streak was extended fought match. Michigan howevto eight games after falling to er still showed to be the number
nationally ranked Michigan on nine ranked team in the country
Friday and Western Illinois on by easily out-playing the Falcons
both mentally and physically.
Sunday.
Bowling Green faired no betFriday, the struggling Falcons
were unable to hold off a very ter in Sunday's game.
Three early first half goals
tough Michigan team, losing
4-0 despite an optimistic first secured a victory for the visiting
half. BG's defense came ready Western Illinois Leathernecks.
"They (Western Ulinoisl came
and held strong for the majority of the half until a Michigan out aggressive very early. We
goal in the 39th minute carried couldn't even get focused from
Wfalverine momentum into half- the start," Thompson stated.
The Falcons did not go away
time.
"We started off very well," in the second half, yet could not
head coach Fred Thompson handle the three goal deficit
With the weekend losses, the
said about the game. "We were
organized in the back, and we Falcons have yet to win a game

runs out of excuses

losses to Michigan
and Western Illinois
put soccer team's
record at 0-8 to begin
the season.

By Doug Ferguson
THE ASS0CIA1ED PRESS

BenSnanjer BGNews

GOING FOR THE BALL: Bowling Green's Tyler Dollins tries to get up
field against Wright State, Sept. 10.

this season under their first-year
head coach,
Thompson, however, believes
that first win will come very
soon.

"We need to work on the mental things. We're not getting on
the board first, which is getting
SOCCER,PAGE 6

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWWA6NEWS.COM/SP0RTS

The Americans have run out of
explanations, but not excuses.
It should no longer be a mystery — nor an upset, for that
matter — when the Europeans
go home with the Ryder Cup,
because that's what they have
done seven out of the last 10
matches.
Just never like this.
For the first time, Europe won
every format over three days at
Oakland Hills — alternate shot
(4 1/2-3 1/2). better ball (6 1/21 1/2) and singles (7 1/2-4 1/2)
— and wound up handing the
Americans their worst loss (18
1/2-9 1/2) since this friendly little
exhibition began in 1927.
The United States was gracious
in defeat until someone mentioned the Presidents Cup.
"It's harder on us. playing it
every year." Davis Love III said.
"It does take a lot out of you,"
Tiger Woods added. "As the
Europeans said, if they had to do
this every year, it would be very
difficult."'

Funny, but that's what the
Americans said in 1998 after getting dmbbed Down Under at the
Presidents Cup. It has become a
convenient excuse for them to
complain about playing in these
team events every year — against
Europe in the Ryder Cup, then
against everyone but Europe in
the Presidents Cup.
And maybe there is some tnith
to that
ThearrivalofthePresidentsCup
coincided with the Americans'
slump in the Ryder Cup; the] are
1-4 since 1994. Against a stronger
International team, they are 3-1-1
in the Presidents Cup.
They can handle Vljay Singh,
Ernie Els. Mike Weir and Retief
Goosen, four of the top seven
players in the world with nine
major championships among
them. They get badly beaten by
lee Wesrwood and Sergio Garcia.
Does anyone really think doing
away with the Presidents Cup
will help the Americans in the
Ryder Cup?
RYDER CUP, PAGE 6
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Bengals bad, still win Cleveland loses Brown
and Winslow to injury

By Joe Kay

IHF ASSOCIATED PRISS

At least they won It
In the Cincinnati Bengals' long-

awaited rvliirn to national television, their offense failed to reach
the end /one, their defense blew
a late lead and theirspecial teams
gave up a pivotal return.
Sound familiar?
There was one Significant
difference this time. The (earn
known foi craddng under pressure did something totally out of
character.
A slick drive in the closing inin
utes set up a 16-13 victory over
the Miami Dolphins on Sunday
night that was more significant
than satisfying. The Bengals got
to show everybody that they've
changed in a fundamental way.
They've got some spine.
"What wed done throughout
the day wasn't our best, but we
were able to rally late to win the
game and that's what matters,"
light end Matt Schobel said yesterday.
It really matters around these
parts.
The Bengals 11-1) get few invitations to appear on the NFLs
center stage because they usually wind up embarrassing themselves. They hadn't played a
nationally televised home game
in seven years.
This one won't be remembered
for much. Two inexperienced
quarterbacks looked the part —
Cincinnati's (arson Palmer and
Miami's A.I. Feeley both stniggled to string a few first downs
together.
[he Bengals' offense never got
in the end zone; linebacker Brian
Simmons returned an interception for Cincinnati's only touchdown. The defense played well
until the closing minutes, when it
eased up and gave up 10 points.
Then, Calmer led his first gamewinning drive. He didn't have to
do anything spectacular—five of

By Tom Withers
IHl ASSOCIA1E0 PRESS

Kellcn Winslow Ir.'s hyped
rookie year may be over after
it barely began — much like
a promising season for the

Cleveland Browns.

Al Bihrman AP Photo

GOING DOWN: Miami's Antuan Edwards sacks Cincinnati's Carson
Palmer Sunday. The Bengals played a bad game but still won 16-13.

his throws were low-risk passes
to Schobel. Palmer was 7-of-H on
the drive for 53 yards.
Shayne Graham completed
the comeback with a 39-yard
Held goal with 2 seconds left. In
the past, the Bengals wouldn't
have been able to pull off such
a drive.
"In the time I've been here,
you can definitely see a change,"
said Schobel, in his third season.
"Guys were saying. You know
what? It hasn't been our best day,
but let's go win this thing.'
"That was the attitude in the
huddle. Not a whole lot was said.
Everybody just kind of had a look
on their face like they were going
to do what we needed to do to
gel ii done."
Changing the team's mind-set

has been a priority for coach
Marvin lewis, who watched it
crumble under pressure during
his first season, lie has remade
the roster and preached the
importance of not letting one
had play snowball.
"If you sit there and dwell on it,
you're not going to make the next
play," Lewis said Monday. "That's
the underlying thing all the time.
You've got to move on. We don't
want to let what happened a playago cloud the next play. I think
our guys have some resiliency."
The defense certainly showed
resiliency. After getting pushed
around by the lets in a seasonopening lass, the defense limited
the Dolphins to 25 yards rushing
and kept constant pressure on
I ivlev.

Courtney Brown is done,
too. Another serious injury has
ended the former No. 1 overall
draft pick's 2004 season and perhaps the defensive end's career
as well.
Winslow broke his right leg
Sunday and will miss at least
two months widi the injury, one
of six suffered by Cleveland
starters in a loss at Dallas.
The roll call of other bangedup Browns includes: defensive
tackle Gerard Warren (pulled
chest muscle), cornerback
Dayton McCutcheon (broken
middle finger), right tackle Ryan
Tucker (strained quadriceps)
and left guard Paul Zukauskas
(strained knee ligament).
And then there's Brown, who
tore a ligament in his left foot,
ending another comeback.
It could be the final setback for
the talented but seemingly fragile Brown, whose determination
to keep coming back from injury
has inspired his teammates.
Brown has been sidelined
by injuries to bodi knees, his
ankle, neck and elbow. Now it's
his foot.
"I le'sfrustrated," Brownscoach
Butch Davis said. "He feels like
he let the team down. He apologized. Nobody cares more than
Courtney Brown does. He just
has some hard luck."
The team said Brown will
undergo surgery today and
will need six months to recover.
The former Penn State star will
be placed on injured reserve
for the fourth straight year. He

tonyCutiwru AP Photo

OUCH: Cleveland's Kellen Winslow is carted off the field after being
injured late in the fourth quarter Sunday.

may soon be joined there by
Winslow.
Davis may choose to end
Winslow's first pro season after
two games bv putting him on
1R.
"It is something that we have
discussed and at this time the
answer is 'No.'" Davis said.
But as Cleveland was reminded by the 19-12 loss to the
Cowboys, things can change
very quickly in the NFL lust a
week ago, the Browns were riding high after a surprising win
over Baltimore in their season
opener.
Euphoria has been replaced
by despair.
"It's a huge hit," said Warren,
who will miss at least two weeks
after aggravating a strained pectoral muscle. "There's so much
that he (Winslow) brings to this
team."
Unfortunately, good luck
isn't part of Winslow's package
as the Browns have asain been

Woods shows emotion during Ryder Cup play
spare him much of the second
guessing that follows any Ryder
If anything, diey should see Cup.
Sure, theWoods-PhilMickelson
the Presidents Cup as a solution.
It is more like a working vaca- pairing was a bust and gave
tion. Hie Americans are far more Europe early momentum. But
relaxed, and it brings out the best who could have guessed David
in their golf.
Toms and lint Furyk would lose
Woods is8-7-0intlie Presidents in the first session? And who
Cup, while he has never had a thought lay Haas and Chris
winning record in any of the DiMarco would be the Americans'
four Ryder Cup matches he has best alternate-shot pairing?
played.
Sutton made some keen obserMaybe the Americans simply vations after his team fell five
care too much.
points behind after the first day.
For anyone to suggest they During the eight hours he spent
don't get as excited as Europe on the course Friday, he saw the
about the Ryder Cup is to ignore Americans gritting their teeth
what happened on the 12th and Europeans smiling.
"It looked like they were try
green Sunday at Oakland Hills. In
a singles match he already was ing to make something happen,"
winning handily, Woods watched Sutton said. "And it looked like
his 35-foot eagle putt track to the we were trying to make sure we
hole, then removed his cap and didn't have anything bad hapthrust it toward the crowd when pen."
it disappeared.
Europe saw opportunity for
It was die most emotion he has success. The United States saw
shown all year.
the potential for failure.
But he and the rest of die
And Oakland Hills is no place
Americans were wound so tight to act scared.
at the Start Of this Ryder Cup diat
Ihat's another area where the
it took five shots on the opening Americans could take something
hole of the bener-ball matches from the Presidents Cup. They
before someone (Stewart Cink) are on familiar soil when those
found the fairway.
matches are played at home —
Hal Sutton made some curi- all of them played at Robert Trent
ous decisions as the U.S. captain, (ones Golf Club in Virginia, where
although the nine-point loss will they will return for the fourth
RYDER CUP, FROM PAGE 5

time next year.
Europe plays its home games
on courses it also knows well.
Since die Europeans' recent run
of dominance began in 1985, the
Ryder Cup has been on courses
where the European PGA Tour
routinely plays — The Belfry
(Benson & Hedges International
Open), Valderrama (Volvo
Masters) and, next year, The K
Club in Dublin (European Open).
The PGAofAmericapicks major
championship courses (Oakland
I lills, Oak I Till) or courses it owns
(Valhalla). Either way, no one
ever plays them except when a
U.S. Open or PGA Championship
rolls around.
As for explanations, it might
be as simple as one team making more putts. And as soon as
anyone figures out how to make
them all, he will win four straight
majors, or 18 for a career.
Yes, the Europeans play better
as a team. They like each other
more — even Garcia doesn't get
tinder dieir skin for one week
every two years — and that contributes to a spirit of camaraderie.
And that allows them to have
AmySmcetti AP Photo
fun.
AND THE WINNER IS: European team captain Bernhard Langer poses
Isn't that what golf is supposed with the Ryder Cup after his teams victory over the United States at
to be all about?
Oakland Hills Country Club on Sunday.
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ravaged by injuries, last season,
Cleveland ended the year with
13 players on die injured list and
had 10 offensive players miss a
total of 65 starts.
This season has been even
worse, with three first-round
draft picks hurt already.
It was a troubling sign when
Davis was accompanied to his
weekly news conference by
head trainer Mike Colello to discuss the Browns' recent rash of
injuries.
"I was brought in because of
the unusual circumstances,"
(blellosaid.
Winslow fractured his fibula — a bone in his lower leg
— while scrambling after an
onside kick in the final seconds
as the Browns tried to rally.
The first-round draft pick will
have surgery today and needs
screws and plates inserted to
stabilize the break that was clean
through the bone, (iilello said.

BG sees Ohio
State as good
game to win
SOCCER. FROM PAGE 5

"If we focus on doing
the right things...
we can play to win
every time we go out
there."
FRED THOMPSON, HEAD COACH

us into a spell where we're not
getting the opportunities we
need."
"If we focus on doing the right
things and keep doing them
harder and longer, we can play to
win every time we go out diere,"
he added.
The first win wont come easy
though.
Thompson's squad encounters another pair of challenging
opponents this upcoming weekend as they face Ohio State in
Columbus and Marshall here at
Mickey Cochrane Stadium.
"I can tell we've got more energy and more enthusiasm than
we did at the beginning |of the
season]," said Thompson.
"I have a lot of faith in this team.
They'll get this win."
Friday's match against the
Buckeyes will kick off at 5 p.m.

SPORTS
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Mills named to All-Tourney U.S. golf disappoints many
team, VB beats MSU in 4
CURITORE, FROM PAGE 5

"I was impressed
with the people
coming off the
bench. It seems like
any time someone
wasn't doing well...
we put someone in
and they came right
in and produced."

VOLLEYBALL FROM PAGE 5

with four players accounting for
nine or more kills, in defeating
MSU in four games to end the
tournament.
Mills, who was named to the
All-Tournament Team, also lead
the Falcons in the match with
10 kills and a .318 hitting percentage.
Hardaway said it would have
been a better weekend if they
would have beaten the Demon
Deacons.
"We had an opportunity to
beat Wake Forest, so it's really
disappointing when you have
an opportunity and you don't
take advantage of it," he said.
"Even though it was a good weekend, I still have in my mind that
we had a chance to beat Wake
Forest, because they opened the

MARK HARDAWAY, ASST. COACH

door for us and we got close.
"I was impressed with the
people coming off the bench. It
seemed like almost any time
someone wasn't doing well or
struggling, we put someone in
and they came right in and produced," he said. "Our left sides,

people walking around with
flags around their bodies, and
foreign chants that I had never
heard before. And that was just
the fans from Europe which
made up about one third of the
almost 40,000 in attendance that
day (They sold too many tickets, trust me!). As for the home
crowd, 1 have never seen so
many ugly American flag shirts
ifi my life.
Then there's the golf, the main
reason I was there. I expected
good golf from the US team
throughout the weekend, especially Friday while I was in attendance. My wish came tnie, just
not for the Americans. I expected more from the home team,
especially with pairings such as
Tiger Woods and 2004 Masters
champion Phil Mickelson, as well
as Kenny "The New Guy" Perry
and Davis Love III. However,

I think all three played and it
seemed like whoever was com
ing off the bench had the best
night."
The depth BC! displayed was
the key to success, Hardaway
added.
Karges said they made big
strides toward achieving their
goal.
"It was a really good week
end and we learned a lot ol
things as a team," she said. "It
was really devastating losing
Taylor, but we stepped it up
really well. I think it showed
diat we're growing as a team and
getting more comfortable with
one another."
The Falcons return to the court
Friday at 7 p.m. when they host
an undefeated Toledo Rocket
squad in Anderson Arena.

Greek
»(~* C^ 1

to 9 1/2. The loss that returned
the cup to Europe was the worst
for the United States in the 77
year history of the Ryder Cup.
I took special interest in seeing
how the Europeans would celebrate their dominant victory after
Sunday's matches. 1 was not surprised to see that revenge wasn't
really on the minds of these players. Yes, there was obvious jubilation and the traditional spray
of champagne on the 18th green,
but nothing outlandish.
As for my experience, not
only did I see a great day of
golf on a nice course with the
best players on Earth, but I also
caught glimpses of both Former
President George II.W, Bush and
former NBA great Michael lordan,
who followed Tiger around for
three days straight. Despite the
fact that the matches won't be as
close to campus as they were this
year, I would definitely recommend to all golf fans to try and gel
there, but be prepared to spend.

the mastery of European Colin
Montgomerie in terms of match
play, along with consistent play
from other team members such
as Sergio Garcia (who made the
putt of the weekend from more
than twenty feet) and Irishman
Padraig Harrington among others.
Every match is worth a single
point, half a point if the match is
tied. There were eight matches
on Friday. At the end of the day,
the score was 6 1/2 to 1 1/2 in
favor of the Europeans. It was the
largest margin ever after the first
day of matches.
Things didn't get much better
for the Americans over the next
two days of competition. There
were the aforementioned Woods
and Mickelson, who couldn't
make a putt if their lives depended on it. Then there were Love III
and David Toms who had trouble on the par 3s reaching the
green. The final score had Europe
defeating the United States 181/2

Fraternity & Sorority Report Spring 2004

Office of Residence Life
Xof
Members
Involved
at BGSU

Money
Raised
for
Charity

Chapter
Provides
Academic
Incentives

Chapter
has a
Faculty
Advisor

Members
Attended
Greek
Odyssey

Members
Attended
Emerging
Leaders

President
Attended
Greek
Retreat

81%

YES

YES

1

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.

3.17

3.13

9

Number
of
Service
Hours
100

100%

$250

$900

YES

1

3.17

3.17

90

776

85*

S802

$1,250

YES

3

Alpha Phi sororitv
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.

3.06

2.96

21

56

10056

$1,000

$75

YES

4

Delta Zeta sorority

3.05

3.11

54

1,930

$3,390

$350

YES

83%

YES

YES

5

Alpha Chi Omega sorority

3.04

3.10

86

611

70%

$9,079

$1,000

YES

71%

YES

YES

5

Delta Gamma sorority

3.04

3.07

89

395

75%

$5,800

$160

100%

YES

YES

5

Pi Beta Phi sorority

3.04

3.03

65

345

85%

$1,500

$330

90%

YES

YES

8

Phi Mu sorority

3.01

2.91

58

487

25%

$5,168

$900

YES

YES

3.08

74

456

78%

$345

$400

88%

YES

YES

63%

YES
YES

No.

Chapter Rank by Semester GPA

Chapter
Semester
GPA

Chapter
Cum.
GPA

Number
of
Members

9

Chi Omega sorority

3.00

10 .

Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority

2.99

3.05

79

11

Sigma Kappa sorority

2.97

3.02

67

2.97
2.94

2.69

15

i.00

/4

11

Sigma Lambda Gamma Sorority, Inc.

13

Alpha Xi Delta sorority

Under jiraduat
14

Gamma Phi Beta sorority

2.91

15

Alpha Gamma Delta sorority

16

Delta Chi fraternity

2.86
2.84

17

2.83

18

Beta Theta Pi fraternity
Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity

2.82

19

Kappa Alpha Order

2.79

20

Kappa Sigma fraternity

7 79

2 87

21

Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity

2.78

22

Alpha Omicron Pi sorority

2.77

23

Kappa Delta sorority

2.76

24
25
25
27

2.98
2.98
2.94

Q^<fc

4OJ

Sei

YES
1

VB<
■-'

1

VF<:

■—•

$4,100

$100

YES
YES

YES

YES
YES

40

804

53%

$400
$300

83%
42%

YES

$711
$890

YES

75%

YES

YES

YES
YES

83%

YES

YES

100%

YES

YES

YES

100%

YES

YES

Greek Semester GPA = 2 84
210

2.94

37

1,816

80%

$2,836

$800

2.83

63

1,563

$850

150

93%
40%

$2,000

40

2.80

35

914

47%

2.84

41

921

79%

$7,500

$1,310

YES

88%

YES

YES

2.84

45

100%

$3,728

$430

YES

100%

YES

YES

pouu

$500
CRfin

YFS

88%

$5,000

$300

YES

2.73

2.72

45

540

2.70

2.81

50

350

Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
Sigma Chi fraternity

2.70

2.76

65

482

2.69

2.74

30

450

10%

14

165

88%
24%

$394

2.71

58

2.52

2.59

1/

250
mo
lbu

31

Phi Kappa Tau fraternity

2.48

2.66

61

236

54%

Sigma Lambda Beta Fraternity, Inc.

2.48

2.59

5

60

100*

Sigma Nu fraternity

2.46

2.74

14

2.38

2.60

23
3
15

35

Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.

2.36

2.54

36

Theta Chi fraternity

2.30

2.39

500

$1,000

YES

100%

YES

100%

YES

94%

$750

YES

$100

YES

$200

$300

YES

10%

$600

$500

YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

44%

YES

75%
YES

YES

YES
N/A

50%

2.03

2

100

75%

2.55

31

124

87%

$264

2.23

20

30

25%

$1,900

Pi Kappa Phi fraternity

2.14

40

Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.

2.11

2.44

7

100

75%

$531

41

Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.

1.99

2.44

14

800

25%

$3,000

New

New

6

$150

YES

$500

YES

50%

YES

100%

YES
YES

YES
$500

YES

YES

N/A

67%

Greek
BGSU

Full-time Undergraduates = 14,131
(8,018-female, 6,113-male)
Average size for IFC groups
(638/17) = 38

Undergraduates Who Are Members 12% (1,680/14,131)

Average size for NPHC groups (82/8) = 10

(940/14) - 67

Community Service Hours Performed
i hours/member

Average size for GIB groups (20/2) - 10

Greeks Involved in BGSU student groups

Academic Incentives for Members $14,975 or $9/member

YES

YES

80%

2.23

Dollars Raised for Charity
$77,608 or $46/member

$200

$1,000

2.25

Average size for NPC groups

YES

tft*.

YES

Delta Sigma Phi fraternity

Total Greek Membership - 1,680

YES

33%

1fWfc
IL/U o

Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc.

Delta Chi Phi Multi-Cultural Sorority

YES

YES

$18,000

2.59

Phi Delta Theta fraternity

$535

60%

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.

—

YES

$2,000

11

2.98

30

42

'»""»

76%

2.66

39

1

49%

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.

38

"~■

920

Phi Gamma Delta fraternity (Fiji)

* 37

<;i iwt

YES

809

28

34

CA
*,?7
3H,OiA

40%
irvw

58

Delta Tau Delta fraternity
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity

__2

100%

YES
vec

60

29

31

YES

" *cr GPA

2.94

33

YES

$100

52%

1,432

YES

(1,105/1,680)

' Indicates the group violated either University or Greek Council policy
Data based on information supplied to Greek Affairs
Blanks indicate the group did not submit the data

Greek Affairs Core Values
Scholarship, Service, Leadership, Brotherhood/Sisterhood

Residence Life - Greek Affairs Mission Statement:
Building a premier Fraternity and Sorority Community in North America utilizing continuous improvement that provides the following:
1. A quality undergraduate residential experience for the housed fraternities and sororities.
2. A complete quality undergraduate fraternity and sorority experience that builds community among all Greeks and that emphasizes
our founding principles of:Scholarship, Service, Leadership, Brotherhood/Sisterhood
3. A commitment to furthering the Greek Advising profession through a quality graduate preparatory experience, research,
conference attendance and presentation and national leadership.
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Akron imam sentenced in citizenship fraud case
By Thomas J. Sheeran
ASSOC MSD PRESS WHITER

AKRON —The leadei of Ohio's
largest mosque was sentenced
yesterday to two months in federal prison and four months of
house arrest for lying about his
connections to terrorist groups
when he applied for I IS. citizen
ship.
Palestinian-born
Fawaz
Damn, imam of the Mamie
Center of Cleveland, could
ha\ e received up to five years in
prison on the charge of obtaining U.S. citizenship in 1994 bj
providing false information.
Prosecutors had requested
the maximum sentence, but
U.S. District Judge lames S.

Gwin said he did not view the
citizenship application offense
is a terrorism issue the way
prosecutors had tried to suggest.
Sentencing guidelines foi
first-time offenders called for
probation to six months in prison.
Prosecutors also urged Gwin
to immediately revoke Datura's
citi/enship. but Damra's attorneys asked him Gwin not to
take such a Step until after the
appeal, which could lake years.
Gwin did not immediately rule
on the matter.
Prosecutors say the law
requires deportation for such a
crime, but said they would not

seek it until after Damn has
finished with appeals,
Gwin allowed Damra to
remain free on bond. He said
the imam could start serving
his sentence after the Muslim
holiday of Ramadan ends in
November.
Damra, 41, who also was fined
$5,000, stood upright with his
hands folded in front on him,
wiping his face with a handkerchief while the sentence was
announced. The courtroom
i\,is filled, mostly with Damn's
11 iciuls and supporters.
Damra was convicted lune
17. The government said that
when Damra applied for citizenship, he concealed ties to

Afghan Refugee Services, the
Islamic Committee for Palestine
and Palestinian Islamic lihad,
groups the U.S. government
classifies as terrorist organizations.
The defense, which called
no witnesses, said Damra may
have supported certain groups,
but he did not consider himself
a member or affiliate of them.
At the trial, prosecutors
showed video footage of Damra
and other Islamic leaders raising money for an arm of the
Palestinian Islamic Jihad,
which has been listed as a major
terrorist group by the State
Department since 1989.
lurors also were shown foot-

age in which Damra called Jews
"the sons of monkeys and pigs"
during a 1991 speech and said
"terrorism and terrorism alone
is the path to liberation" in a
1989 speech.
Damra's attorney, John Cline,
declined to comment on the
ruling, except to say the imam
would appeal.
U.S. Attorney Gregory White
said after sentencing that the
loss of citizenship was more
important than the prison
time.
"The sentence, whether it
was six months or a year or five
years wouldn't necessarily deter
those bent on raising funds in
our country for terrorism efforts

across the world." he said.
Gwin earlier rejected Damra's
request for acquittal based on
what the defense called insufficient evidence.
Throughout the trial and
afterward, Damra has continued to lead the mosque in the
Cleveland suburb of Parma,
where about 800 or 900 people
attend Friday prayer services
and up to 5,000 come on holidays.
Some mosque members
unsuccessfully tried to oust
him. Dozens of other members
have supported the imam during his legal woes, including
some who wrote Gwin asking
for a lenient sentence.

Retirement time
arrives for Reagan
Air Force One 707
By Jeff Wilson
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Nick (IT AP Photo

REAGAN AIRCRAFT: School children from Palmdale, Calif., wave American flags as the Boeing 707
that served as Air Force One during Ronald Reagan's two tetms as President, is moved inside the
pavilion at the Ronald Reagan Presidential Library in Simi Valley, Calif., Monday.

BG NEWS
BRIEFING

mi teambuilding in a group

environment
The workshop, the second
in i six-part series, will be held
at 7 p.m. in 3181 Ihion.
The workshop will focus on
how attendees can develop
team skillsforanytypeof group

Office of Campus
or organization. Organizers say
Involvement hosts
even class project and friendsecond leadership
ship environments can benefit
workshop in six-part from die training.
Students who attend lour
series tomorrow
out of six workshops will
The Office of Campus
Involvement will host a free
workshop tomorrow focused

receive a certificate. Gill Man
liarone at 372-0374 for more
information.

Administrators defend hiring decision
RIBEAU, FROM PAGE 1

search."
Whipple said, that WhetselRlbeaUi who is black, can
bring experience to the stall
in Student Affairs, especially in
diversity training, lie said her
understanding of people and
seriousness about student success matches her well to this
position.
"We're looking at having a
freshman class that is 13 percent of color, the largest in history," Whipple said. "Training
our staff is critical and we don't

Tab the StjSH Skuttle To Over 40 Stores!!!
"Pat*

SIMI VAIJ.FY, Calif. — Former
first lady Nancy Reagan smiled
yesterday as a jet that served as
Air Force One during her husband's two terms was moved
to its final home at the Ronald
Reagan Presidential Library.
The 153-foot-long fuselage
slowly slipped into the giant birdcage like sieel frame of the new
$25 million presidential transportation pavilion. The fuselage
and its clipped wings have been
in storage since the dismantled
Boeing 707 arrived 15 months
ago.
Boeing aircraft experts will
reassemble the plane as die
87,000-square-foot pavilion is
completed. A Marine One helicopter and presidential limousine will also be featured when

the addition opens next summer. Bernardino airport hangar where
Before the ceremony, Mrs. ii was dismantled.
"Neva before has a jet airplane
Reagan stopped at the library
grave site of her husband, who made ii across LA. freeways, let
died lune 5 of complications from alone up a mountain," Boeing
Co. executive Hudy fi deLeon said
Alzheimer's disease at age 9.1.
"She paused for a few moments during die library ceremony.
I le then gave Mrs. Reagan an
of reflection." said her chief of
orange to commemorate her
staff, loanne Drake.
The former first lady also shook habit of rolling an orange down
hands with fifth-graders from a the .lisle of Air Force One lor good
Palmdale elementary school luck
I hiring its years of presidential
who were among the CKMld As
she passed the schoolchildren . service, the jet also ferried Richard
again after the ceremony, a boy Nixon, Gerald Rotd, limmy Carter,
clutched her hand and said, "I BUI Clinton and both Bushes.
The four-engine jet. tail No.
adore you."
She smiled and said. "I adore 27000. flew 445 missions as Air
Force One. covering more than
you, too."
Also known as "The Spirit I 3 million miles, and was used
of 76," the jet that served as by Reagan from 1981 to 1989.
an Air Force One for 28 years
On the Net
was moved in lune 2003 about
http://www.reaganlibrary.com
100 miles bv truck from a San

ff famous

Women's Basketball Team
Looking for Men's Practice
Squad Players
Contact Kevin Eckert

419-372-9226
keckert®bgnel bg«u edu

"We need to find people who realize there
is a bigger world out there than before,
we have a changing student body with
different needs that we need to be responsive to, and Paula can do that."
EDWARD WHIPPLE, VICE PRESIDENT OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

have very many staff members
who are colored."
Last year, 86 percent of the
faculty in the Office of Student
Affairs was Caucasian, according to Bill Knight, director
of planning in the Office of
Institutional Research. This,
Whipple said, is part of the
issue.
"We need to find people who
realize there is a bigger world
out there than before, we have
a changing student body with
different needs that we need
to be responsive to, and Paula
can do that," Whipple said.
The Student Affairs office
has hired a total of 17 new
employees in administrative jobs since June, WhetselRibeau included, because the
"selective" hiring freeze was
lifted in May.
Her position was created
to fill three full-time voids in
Student Affairs, belonging

to others who had assisted
Whipple in the past, he said.
A specific part of her job
description has been met with
criticism from local and state
media sources, including The
Blade.
In an editorial written Aug.
22 the newspaper commented
on the part of the job description that reads, "represent the
University and/or President at
major institution fundraising
and public relation events."
The Blade wrote, "But isn't
that what spouses of university
presidents traditionally do? ...
taxpayers shouldn't have to pay
separate salaries to both partners of the first couple."
Whipple said he was upset
by The Blade's take on the issue
and said he can assure nearly 100 percent of her jobs are
tilings she had done as first
lady.
"If her name was Paula

Whetsel and she did not know
President Ribeau, everybody
would be saying, 'wow, this is
great, how did you snag her?"
Whipple said.
President Ribeau, said he
is just sorry people cannot
judge the hiring on merit and
the facts.
"This is somebody who
has prepared for 20 years,
went to school, was an excellent student who was active
in clubs and organizations.
This is her alma mater —
and she can't be judged by
her credentials," Ribeau said.
"That to me is an issue."
In his letter to faculty and
staff he said spousal hires at
the University predate this
situation with his wife and
are becoming a "reality of
normal society". In our interview he elaborated on this
issue.
I thought and still think it
is an issue of merit," Ribeau
said. "If you have a candidate for the position that is
qualified for the position,
with academic preparation
and a good track record, that
should be the criteria.
I say that for any employee
of this University — if they
were my wife, or if they
weren't my wife."

Check out our Web site: www.bgnews.com
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URANIUM COMPLIANCE QUESTIONED

TEHRAN, Iran — Iran may resume uranium
enrichment "any moment," Intelligence Minister
Ali Yunesi said yesterday. The International Atomic
Energy Agency demanded on Saturday that Iran halt
all uranium enrichment activity. The agency said it
would asses Iran's compliance in two months.

WORLD

Web site video shows beheading
By Bassem Mroue
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD, Iraq — A video
posled yesterday on a Web site
showed the beheading of a man
identified as American civil
engineer Eugene Armstrong. The
militant group led by Abu Musab
al-Zarqawi claimed responsibility
for the slaying and said another
hostage — either an American
or a Briton — would be killed in
24 hours.
The grisly decapitation was
the latest killing in a particularly
violent month in Iraq, with more
than 300 people dead in insurgent
HOSTAGES: Images taken Saturday, from a Web site known for its Islamic militant content which show men
attacks and U.S. military strikes
apparently taken hostage on Thursday in Iraq. The men from left to right Identified themselves as Eugene
over the past seven days. Earlier
Armstrong, Kenneth Bigley and Jack Hensley. The authenticity of the tape could not be verified. Earlier a
yesterday, gunmen in Baghdad
masked speaker dressed in black and standing behind the man read from a statement that militants from
assassinated two clerics from a
Abu Musab al- Zarqawi's Tawhid and Jihad group would kill the men in 48 hours unless the United States
powerful Sunni Muslim group
and Britain release Iraqi women detained at Abu Ghraib and Umm Qasr prisons.
that has served as a mediator to
release hostages.
has claimed responsibility for killTwo Sunnl clerics are killed in Iraq
The video of the beheading of
ing at least six hostages, including
Two
prominent
Sunni
denes
were
assassinated
Sunday
and
the man believed to be Armstrong
Annstrongand another American,
Monday nights. A Web site
surfaced soon after the expiration
Nicholas Berg, who was abducted
claimed Monday that
TuflKEY
of a 48-hour deadline set earone of three Western
in April. The group has also said it
lier by al-Zarqawi's Tawhid and
hostages being
is behind a number of bombings
held was
lihad group for the beheading
and gun attacks
beheaded.
Mo%t
of the three civil engineers. The
In a video Samrday setting the
men — Armstrong, American
48-hour deadline, the militants
US warptanw 7
lack I lensley and Briton Kenneth
launched mmitot
demanded the release of female
kangtmpeopli
Bigley—were abducted Thursday
Iraqi prisoners detained by the
from their home in a wealthy
SYRIA
U.S. military. The military says
Baghdad neighborhood.
it is holding two women with
A militant whose voice resemties to Saddam Hussein's regime,
bled al-Zarqawi, who has been
including Dr. Rihab Rashid Taha.
JORDAN
linked to al-(Jaiila, read a statea scientist who became known as
ment in the video saying tin' nod
"Dr. Germ" for helping Iraq make
►
Gunmen
shot
afrlltillea
She*
hostage would tie killed in 24
weapons out of anthrax, and a
Mohammed Jadoa at
hours unless all Muslim women
biotech researcher. But there
he entered a mosque
prisoners are released from U.S.
► Sunday night Sheik Hazeni
may be women held as common
at Ztsdi was kidnapped and later '
military jails
criminals
kiled leaving a mosque in Sadr
"You. sister, rejoice. God's
They said no women were
City: his bodyguards were
soldiers are coming to get you out
being held at die U.S. military
leiensed later
SAUOI
of your chains and restore your
prison at Abu Ghraib, west
SOURCE ESBI
purity by returning you to your
of Baghdad, where American
mother and father," he said before
soldiers were photographed
wearing an orange jumpsuit until the head was severed.
grabbing the hostage, seated at
sexually humiliating male prisonThe
victim
gasped
loudly
as
—
similar
to
die
orange
uniform
liis feet, and i titling his throat.
ers, raising fears about the safety
blood
poured
from
his
neck.
His
worn
by
prisoners
at
the
U.S.
In Washington, a U.S.
about women detainees.
official, speaking on condition of naval base in Guantanamo Bay, killer held up the head at one
The militant on the video
anonymity, said Armstrong's Cuba — with his hands bound point, and placed it on top of the called President Bush "a dog" and
body
behind
his
back
Five
militants
addressed him, saying, "Now, you
body had been recovered, but the
"The fate of the first infidel have people who love death just
official would provide no infor- dressed in black stood behind
was
cutting
off
the
head
before
him,
four
of
them
armed
with
like you love life. Killing for the
mation about where or when.
Ihe taped beheading appears assault rifles, with a black Tawhid your eyes and ears. You have a 24- sake of God is their best wish,
hour opportunity. Abide by our getting to your soldiers and allies
to be of Armstrong, but the CIA is and lihad banner on the wall.
The militant in the center read demand in full and release all the are their happiest moments, and
still reviewing the tape to be sure,
out a statement, as the hostage Muslim women, otherwise the cutting the heads of the crimithe official said.
The 9-minute tape, posted rocked back and forth and side to head of the other will follow dtis nal infidels is implementing the
one," the speaker said.
orders of our lord."
on a Web site used by Islamic side where he sat.
Tawhid and lihad — Arabic for
After finishing, the militant
Armstrong grew up in I lillsdale,
militants, showed a man seated
on the floor, blindfolded and pulled a knife and cut his throat "Monotheism and Holy War" — Mich., but left the area around

1990. His brother, Frank, still
lives there. Armstrong's work in
construction took him around
the world; he lived in Thailand
with his wife before going to Iraq.
The other American hostage,
Jack I lensley, 48, made his home
in Marietta, Ga., with his wife Patty
and their 13-year-old daughter.
Kidnapped with the Americans
was Briton Kenneth Bigley, 62. All
three worked for Gulf Services Co.
of the United Arab Emirates.
Armstrong's slaying came
on die heels of die beheading
— apparently by a group of Sunni
insurgents — of three Kurdish
militiamen taken hostage in the
north.
More than 100 foreigners have
been kidnapped in Iraq, some
for lucrative ransoms, and at least
26 of diem have been executed.
At least five other Westerners are
currendy being held hostage here,
including an Iraqi-American man,
two female Italian aid workers
and two French reporters.
On
yesterday,
kidnappers released a group of 18
abducted Iraqi National Guard
members after renegade Shiite
cleric Muqtada al-Sadr called for
their release, an al-Sadr aide Nail
al-Kabi told The Associated Press.
North of Baghdad, insurgents attacked a U.S. patrol near
the town of Sharqat, killing an
American soldier.
U.S. warplanes struck in the
insurgent stronghold of Fallujah,
killing two people, and an attack
in the north — the 32nd car
bomb in Iraq this month — killed
three people. The number of car
bombings so far in September is
the highest recorded in any single month since U.S.-led forces
invaded Iraq last year, according
to U.S. military figures.
The U.S military said the
Fallujah strike hit equipment
militants were using to build
fortifications in the city and
that care was taken that "no
innocent civilians" were there at
the time. Doctors said the dead
were municipal workers using
a bulldozer on construction
projects near the railway station.
In the northern city of Mosul,
a car packed with explosives blew up in a residential
neighborhood, killing its two passengers and a passer-by, police

at Al-Salaam hospital said. Police
had been searching for the
vehicle, which was reported
stolen earlier Monday.
It was not immediately known
who was behind the gunningdown of wo Sunni clerics Sunday
night and Monday in Baghdad.
The two clerics belonged to the
Associadon of Muslim Scholars, a
grouping of conservative clerics
diat opposes die U.S. presence in
Iraq and hits emerged as a powerful representative of Iraq's Sunni
minority.
The association is believed
to have contacts with Sunni
insurgents, though it denies any
links with them. It has interceded often in die past to win the
release of foreign hostages, and
militant groups have asked the
association for a religious ruling
on whether kidnappings and
killing of hostages are permitted.
Gunmen shot and killed Sheik
Mohammed Jadoa al-Janabi, a
member of the association, as he
entered a mosque in Baghdad's
predominantly Shiite al-Baya
neighborhood to perform noon
prayers yesterday, the association
said.
The previous night, gunmen
kidnapped Sheik Hazem al-Zeidi
and two of his bodyguards as he
left a mosque in another largely
Shiite neighborhood of Baghdad,
Sadr City. Al-Zeidi was killed and
the bodyguards were released
yesterday, the association said.
A few clerics from the association have been killed in the past
— most recently in February. But
the motives in those and the latest slayings have been unclear.
There have been tit-for-tat killings of Shiite and Sunni clerics
in the past year, widely believed
to be motivated by sectarian
sentiments,
The Sunni minority dominated Iraq for cenniries but is
now eclipsed by the Shiite
majority and the Kurds, and there
are resentments from all sides
One of the association's key
members. Sheik Ahmed AbdulGhafour Al-Samarie, may have
angered insurgents by criticizing
attacks against Iraqi police that
left dozens dead last week. AlSamarie said the attacks should
instead be directed against foreign troops — not Iraqi civilians.

THE TRUTH IS...

YOU ATE ENOUGH

MYSTERY
MEAT

INQUIRE WITHIN:

GRADE SCHOOL.

www.upsjobs.com

To streamline the process tot those seeking employment opportunities
with us, we have a new online application system. We've moved
away from phone calls and papei-intensive ptocessing.

Online Application: WWW.upsJ0bs.com
COME SEE A UPS RECRUITER ON CAMPUS:
Tues, 9/21 from 10:30am-2:30pm • Career Services
Wed, 9/22 from 11am-4pm * Career Services
Man, 9/27 from 11am-4pm ■ Career Services
Wed, 9/29 from 2pm-Spm • Student Union
Thurs, 9/30 from 10:30am-2:30pm • Career Services

Get up to
$23,000* in College
LEARN"
Program Education Assistance!

The UPS
EARNM>

AVAILABLE SHIFTS:
Day • 11:30am-3:30pm
Midnight • 10:45pm-2:4Sam
Preload • 4am-8am
Shift times are approximate.

For additional information, please contact:
Steve Elch (det1sje@ups.com)
or Jami Mullholand (jamilee@bgnet.bgsu.edu).
Or call: 419-891-6820
1SS0 Holland Road
Maumee, OH 43537
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FORMED SANDWICH MEATS. COME SEE YOUR UNCLE i

W LET THE TRUTH BE KNOWN.

SERIOUS SANDWICH DELIVERY

1616 E.WOOSTER-419-352-7200
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'Tired of missing deadlines because
you have other assignments?
Your Problems Are Solved
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resumes, reports, term papers &
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business plans.
Qulk Type offers fast, accurate service with reasonable rates that vary.
Call 419-917-0338 to set up an

Gemimwireless.com and Cricket
wireles Free phone after rebate.
Unlimited calling, no credit checks,
no contracts. Free leather case and
car charger wilh purchase.
Promocode 4355 in comment

Ohio's new affordable online dating
sen/ice. www.sweetyfinder.com
$4.99/mo.

Campus Events
Personals
DANCE! DANCE! DANCE! DANCE!

THE BIGGEST POSTER SALE
Biggest and Besl Seleclion. Choose
from over 2000 different images.
FINE ART. MUSIC. MOVIES. MODELS. HUMOR. ANIMALS. PERSONALITIES. LANDSCAPES. MOTIVATIONALS. PHOTOGRAPHY.
MOST IMAGES ONLY $6, $7. & $8
SEE US AT Bowen-Thompson Studenl Union ON Mon . Sept. 20lh
thru
Frt. Sept. 24th. 2004. THE HOURS
ARE 9 A.M. - 6 P.M. THIS SALE IS
SPONSORED BY UAO

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your groups' time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising solutions EQUALS S1.000-$2.000 in
earnings for your group. Call
TODAY for a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser Contact
CampusFundraiser. (888) 923-3238.

or visit
www.camcus'unaraiser.com

Personals

Learn a skill for life. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

City Events

"Calm Waters" Meditation and Yoga
group, women only Tuesdays 9/28 11/23, 7:00 pm - 8:30 pm. St Thomas More Parish. 419-352-7555.

Modeling Center Open House.
Modeling portfolios available
Sept. 25, 12-5pm. 121 E. Court St.
(next to Mr. Spots). 419-354-3905.

Looking to get involved
with a great cause? SAIN (Sexual
Assault Information Network) and
MEMPSA (Men Educating Men on
the Prevention of Sexual Assault)
are looking for new members!
We want you to be part
of our team and help present to
other students in order to
educate and raise awareness
about sexual assault.
Contact Amanda at
372-0470 for more into

Travel
Wanted
"BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE!
5 Days From $279! Includes Meals.
Port Taxes, Exclusive Beach Parties
With 20* Of Your Favorite TV
Celebrities As Seen On Real World,
Road Rules. Bachelor!
Great Beaches, Nightlife!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
www.SprinoBreaKTravRlr.nm
1 -800-678-6386.

"SPRING BREAK! CANCUN,
ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From $459* Tax! FLORIDA $159!
Our Cancun Prices Are S100 Less
Than Others! Book Now!
Includes Breakfasts, Dinners.
30-50* Hours Free Drinks!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
View 500 Hotel Reviews
and Videos at
www.SprinqBreakTiavel enm

1-800-678-6386
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BACK TO SCHOOL OPENINGS
Flexible schedules around classes
GREAT PAY!!
Advancement opportunity
Conditions exist. All ages 18+

Call 419-861-6134 or apply at
Wornlofsludents.com

MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
All you do is sell the Hawaiian Tropic Break 2005 Travel Program Represent an American Express "Student Travel" Company. Guaranteed
highest commission, free trips and
great for resume. Your pay equals
your efforts. AMERICAN STUDENT
Vacations t-800-336-2260
www.americanstudent.info

Proofreaders
Our Perrysburg market research
firm has part-time proofreading
positions available for days, evenings S weekends. Requires exceptional reliability, a fun & teamwork-oriented attitude, extensive
experience on the Internet & with
e-mail; Microsoft Office experience a plus. If interested, e-mail
your resume and availability to
aprll@lntelll-shop.com
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Subleasers needed for 2 bdrm.
house on S. Summit, grad students
pref A/C, gas, heat, w/d, d/w. 2 car
garage. 1 1/2 baths. S850'mo. * util.
Call 352-5101 or 989-992-3308.
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Baked Chicken
Available from 4 pm 'til 10 pm
Half (if a baked Chicken served wlrh
Ma»heJ Potatoes. Gravy, (xtmhrcad
Stuffing, Vegetable and»
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ACROSS
Marsh grass
Of India: pref.
Majestic
Montreal player
Verne's captain
Slur over
Adolescent stubble
Baffin Island's neighbor
Level
Heartfelt
Lachrymal secretion
Connection line
Hardy and North, casually
Actor Omar
WNW's opposite
Brick-lined ovens
Mirths
Ate starter?
Novel ending?
Wilson of the Beach Boys
Skier's lift
Bk. after Ezra

41
42
43
44
45
46
46
50
53
54
55
60
61
62
63
64
65

flunk 1,1
Free Mi'dls
l Frt-i I-Mnri -

CAMPUS i
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Spot for aRolex
Island off Venezuela
Retirement grp.
McKellen and McEwan
Shameless
Zesty bite
Made sexier
Award by law
Egyptian sun god
Prods
Gin with an egg dnnk
WWII landing site
Midday
Luau instruments
Tonsorial tool
Walkman maker
Spartan queen

l,\t^i^^{
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2 or 3 bdrm. furn. apt.
Available immediately.
419-352-5239.

724 S COLLEGE
2 BR unfum. apts. Range, refrig,
dishwasher. Tenants pay electric
Starts at $400 mo. plus deposit.

Wlth««nfj4«t|Pfr1J|:|lSSH:)0.710,H:«l
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Listings avail, for 05' & 06' school yr.
24/7 @ 316 E. Merry #3
or call 353-0325. 9am-9pm
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upgrades
the Sun Capsule, when you bring (his ad

STOP IN PNO
SEE US AT
WWW.9GNEWS.COM

Subleaser needed. 1 bdrm., unfurnished. $325 ♦ all ulll.'s.
Call 419-354-9740

Home of the 40oz
FISHBOWL- $3.00!!!!
Management Inc.
ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIALS GOING
ONNOW

Hour
3pm-9pm

'M -St

Call 353-5800

• Ground floor ranch style

/rtfifrCA
OPEN NOW
HllLsdale Apt.
1082 Fairvk-w
• 3 bdrm Twnha
• Disfawaahei
• Garbage Disposal
• W.ISIHT Prvci I1<">k up
11 i Ixlrtn)
• Carports HCiSl Itus stop
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• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
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Hci
710 N. Enterprise
• 2 bdrnis (can make mo i bdrai

VAUrTV SQUUI

t

FREE HEAT

• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
• \V.I>IHT Dryer in 2 Ixlnns
• CAN WALK TO CAMPUS

AJEECA

Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St.
or check website

II Flavors on Tap
Beer of the Month
Labatt's 12oz. Bottle S2.00
MONDAY
■ DJ's Kehoe
$2 All Pints
TUESDAY
• Karaoke
' $2.50 Cans - 24oz.
Budweiser, Budlight,
Coors Light
WEDNESDAY
Jerry Sprague
Acoustic Jams
$1 Well Drinks
THURSDAY
DJ Diamond D-Lee
$2.00 Long Island
Ice Ttas,
(Raspberry or Mango)

Live Musicl
Crazy Eddie

www.meccabg.com
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NO PETS! CALL
John Newlove Real Estate, Inc.
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Subleaser needed spring semester.
117N. Main St. $300/mo.
Call Donny at 937-369-8067

Available Aug. 25
352-5822

• Convenient on-sile parking
MM** in* I" »/1 lm Itn M)/M
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Buy a Mon,h Unlimi,ed & receive 2 FREE

• Spacious kitchen

Best Seat In Town
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5 room house for rent

apartment with private
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Perrysburg, easy access to I 75.
Quiet 2 bdrm., apt. 1 bath, water
incl., laundry lacil, secunty bldg.
$525-550 month 734-850-0121

On selected floor plans
Call 353-5074.
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For Rent

From Only
$465!

2 bdrm. furn. apt. NO smoking, NO
pets! Close to campus. Inclu. ulil.
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For Rent

1996 Dodge Intrepid $3800. Great
condition! For more info, contact
Kevin Harrison 419-494-5273.

For Rent

ANSWERS
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Soviet collective
Plant science
Sound track
Synthetic fiber
Thickening agent
Portuguese lady
Sea eagles
Tic-tac-toe victory
DDE
Final letter for London!
Half a Gabor?

1616 E. Wooster • (419)354-2244

Mr. MOO (r«): (1 40J.4JO. 7 JO. [10:001 WiTWui
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Agt
Program tile extension
Clean air grp.
Statement of policy
Draws conclusions
Toxin or surgeon starter
Letters for a
combat-free area
8 Seepage
9 Put right
10 "Maria _"
11 Call my number
12 Ruckuses
42
13 Fasting period
45
18 Pelts
47
22 Rockies resort
49
23 Turnstile fares
50
24 Privileged classes
51
25 Bob Fosse film
52
26 Loose cloak
56
30 Bog substance
57
32 Navy builder
58
33 .Gofer's task
59
35 Toothy smile
38 Fort _, NC
39 More than a carload
41 Ruling house of Great
Britain

■

419-352-4366.
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lor 2 bdrm apts. avail. 2nd
semester

1990 Ford Escort.
Good condition, cheap on gas.

CINEMA 5
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17 HOT DESTINAT
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1 -2-3 Bedroom Apart menu

BARTENDING! $300/day potential.
No exp necessary Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
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" Rooms avail, now S230/mo.

For Sale

Help Wanted
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• Patio
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Seeking Assistant Superintendent
for construction project in Wauseon.
OH. Competitive wages, exciting
wont, willing to train. Contact Cleveland Construction Dan Dietrich 440255-8000.

ROOMMATE NEEDED!! 2 bdrm..
1/2 blk. from campus, w/d. front
yard, need reliable, preferably female. S375 * lift Call 419-509-8258
Subleaser needed. Rent $410 mo.
Close to University
Call 419-353-1618.
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Part-time help needed
tor fall harvest at local seed farm.
Call 419-352-0068.

Seeking competitive individual looking for high income potential. Flex,
firs, with full and pan time scheduling available. For more info, contact
Mariam at Valtech Communications
800-800-7444.
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DiBenedetto's is now hiring delivery
personnel .10-3 shift. Mon.-Sat.
1432 E Wooster.

and evening shifts available. Many
BGSU students work here. Easy
walk from campus. Pay is $6/hr.
providing you work a minimum of 15
hrs./wk. Pick-up an application at
our office. Advanced Specialty Products. Inc. 428 Clough St., Bowling
Green, OH 43402, 419-354-2844.
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HELP WANTED! Our company is
seeking employees to perform
unskilled light production work. We
offer flexible hours - will work
around
your schedule-morning, afternoon,
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appt
or email lyne!te_25®hotmail.com
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A new Funk Swing Dance Club
is forming with 3 main goalsi
FUN, FUN, and FUN!'
To gel involved, send a note loi
bgswinodance@vahoo.com

APPLY NOW START NOW
Flexible schedules around classes
GREAT PAY
Cust. Sales/Service
Advancement opportunity
Internships available
Conditions exist. All ages 18+
Apply in Toledo, work in BG area
Call Now! 419-861-6134
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419-353-7715 t=J

for complete listing
for next year.

Live Musicl
Sledge & Crazy Eddie

fall the Key Yearbook at 372-86:11 lo schedule jour appointment

